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Abstract—CONCEPTUAL is a toolset designed specifically to help measure the performance of high-speed interconnection networks
such as those used in workstation clusters and parallel computers. It centers around a high-level domain-specific language, which
makes it easy for a programmer to express, measure, and report the performance of complex communication patterns. The primary
challenge in implementing a compiler for such a language is that the generated code must be extremely efficient so as not to
misattribute overhead costs to the messaging library. At the same time, the language itself must not sacrifice expressiveness for
compiler efficiency, or there would be little point in using a high-level language for performance testing. This paper describes the
CONCEPTUAL language and the CONCEPTUAL compiler’s novel code-generation framework. The language provides primitives for a
wide variety of idioms needed for performance testing and emphasizes a readable syntax. The core code-generation technique, based
on unrolling CONCEPTUAL programs into sequences of communication events, is simple yet enables the efficient implementation of a
variety of high-level constructs. The paper further explains how CONCEPTUAL implements time-bounded loops—even those that
comprise blocking communication—in the absence of a time-out mechanism as this is a somewhat unique language/implementation
feature.




HEperformance of parallel applications is determined in
large part by the speed of the interconnection net-
work(s) that link together the nodes of a parallel computer
or workstation cluster. Understanding parallel-application
performance therefore relies on an understanding of the
performance of the underlying network. Furthermore,
designers of networks and software/firmware messaging
layers need to be able to quantify the performance impact of
various design modifications. Accurate network perfor-
mance testing is therefore critical to both the understanding
and improvement of overall application performance.
The problem with the way that network performance is
currently tested is that testing relies on general-purpose
communicationbenchmarksthatprovidelimitedinsightinto
any particular application’s performance. These general-
purpose benchmarks typically report the performance
achievable when combining a small set of communication
primitives into a simple communication pattern. In such
benchmarks, it is common that both end points are always
ready to communicate, there is no intervening computation,
and message data is immediately discarded. This behavior is
discrepantwiththatofmostcompleteapplications.Although
general-purpose benchmarks are useful for demonstrating
the communication subsystem’s peak performance in a
commonly understood format, special-purpose benchmarks
targetedtoaparticularinquiryareanimportantcomplement.
Unfortunately,special-purposetestsreceivelittleattentionin
practice and in the literature because they are tedious to
write—especiallyconsideringthattheymayberunonlyafew
times before being discarded—and are difficult to explain
precisely to others.
CONCEPTUAL—the capitalized letters stand for “Net-
work Correctness and Performance Testing Language”—is
a toolset created to facilitate the construction and explica-
tion of special-purpose network performance tests. At its
core is a domain-specific language that provides primitives
for frequently used idioms in communication benchmarks.
The language supports collective and point-to-point com-
munication operations (both blocking and nonblocking),
precise control over buffer alignment and buffer reuse,
support for verifying or simply touching message contents,
event timing, statistics calculation, data logging, explicit
delays and synthesized computation, command-line par-
sing, and various other features of relevance to commu-
nication benchmarking. The CONCEPTUAL language is
designed to read like English-language pseudocode yet
remain as precise as any other programming language.
Furthermore, CONCEPTUAL abstracts communication
away from any particular messaging layer’s semantics,
ensuring that programs are portable across messaging
layers and thereby enabling the comparison of different
messaging layers’ performance.
This paper’s primary technical contributions are:
1. the presentation of a novel compiler code-generation
strategy that enables network benchmarks expressed
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no more measurement overhead than those ex-
pressed in C, and
2. a demonstration of a language semantics that
provides provably deadlock-free and race-free com-
munication, facilitates the expression of complex
communication patterns, supports time-bounded
iteration, and enables more accurate bit-error report-
ing than what is possible via a checksum or cyclic
redundancy check.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes prior work in the area of domain-specific
languages for studying network behavior and explains
what makes CONCEPTUAL unique in this space. Section 3
provides further background information about network
performance testing and presents some of the challenges
inherent in the efficient implementation of a high-level
language like CONCEPTUAL. In Section 4, we describe the
goals of the CONCEPTUAL language and showcase some of
its salient features. The approach currently taken by the
CONCEPTUAL compiler is described in Section 5, and the
performance of this approach is evaluated in Section 6.
Finally, Section 7 draws some conclusions from the
information presented in this paper.
2R ELATED WORK
Although domain-specific languages are used for a variety
of purposes in the broad category of computer networking,
CONCEPTUAL is fairly unique in its use of a domain-
specific language to help users measure the performance of
high-speed interconnection networks. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that a number of small scripting languages for
sequencing and timing communication operations have
been devised. Such languages tend to be rather ad hoc
unpolished creations and are therefore rarely discussed in
the literature. One of the few exceptions is MITRE’s Local
Schedule Executor (LSE) language [1]. LSE is the most
closely related system to CONCEPTUALa n dc a nb e
considered the prior state-of-the-art language for measuring
the performance of actual networks. The difference is that
LSE’s level of abstraction resembles that of an assembly
language, whereas CONCEPTUAL provides a rich set of
control structures and presents a high-level Single-Program,
Multiple-Data (SPMD) [2] view of a parallel system.
At a high level, the Testing and Test Control Notation
version 3 (TTCN-3) [3] appears similar in purpose to
CONCEPTUAL. Like CONCEPTUAL, TTCN-3 provides
language support for performing communication opera-
tions and provides support for measuring elapsed time.
However, the focus of the two languages is quite different,
and this difference is reflected in each language’s structure
and basic features. In the context of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) seven-layer network model [4],
TTCN-3’s primary purpose is to validate the correctness
of the application layer, whereas CONCEPTUAL ’s primary
purpose, in contrast, is to measure the performance of the
transport layer. Hence, CONCEPTUAL provides mechan-
isms for controlling the reuse, verification, data touching,
and memory alignment of message buffers, none of which
are supported by TTCN-3—a perfectly valid omission from
the perspective of the OSI application layer. However,
TTCN-3 provides mechanisms for verifying that a particu-
lar request packet results in the reception of a particular
reply packet. CONCEPTUAL cannot perform that type of
verification because message contents are considered
opaque—perfectly correct behavior from the perspective
of the OSI transport layer.
Whereas TTCN-3 emphasizes the testing of communica-
tion protocols, domain-specific languages such as Prolac [5]
have been created to facilitate the implementation of
communication protocols, especially those at the OSI
transport and network layers. Such languages focus on
mechanisms for manipulating message data (extracting
headers, computing checksums, reversing byte ordering,
and so forth) and other protocol state, but lack, for example,
CONCEPTUAL ’s mechanisms for calculating performance
statistics and logging these to a file.
A third category of domain-specific languages that lie
within the broad context of network-related languages
includes those that simulate network behavior, generally by
using a form of guard conditions and event-triggering
messages in the style of Hoare’s Communicating Sequential
Processes (CSP) [6]. TED [7], Maisie [8], and the NetLan-
guage language used by REAL [9] are all examples of
languages in this category. Although domain-specific net-
work-simulation languages are useful for validating proto-
col correctness and abstract notions of performance (for
example, the number of messages needed to implement a
protocol or perform a computation), simulated performance
invariably overlooks some of the myriad implementation
nuances that can significantly impact network performance,
such as the relative alignment of message buffers in the host
memory [10]. This is why there exists a need for a language
like CONCEPTUAL that measures real-time performance on
actual networks.
Outside of the arena of domain-specific languages there
are numerous suites of prefabricated performance tests for
high-speed interconnection networks. Some of the better
known of these include the Intel (formerly Pallas) Message
Passing Interface (MPI) Benchmarks [11], SKaMPI [12],
NetPIPE [13], and Mpptest [14]. CONCEPTUAL comple-
ments prefabricated performance tests by making it easy to
explore in detail anomalous or other interesting perfor-
mance characteristics that are identified by those more
general-purpose tests. For example, when one pair of
researchers observed suboptimal performance on a parti-
cular network benchmark they created a special-purpose
benchmark to investigate message-buffer alignment as a
potential source of the observed performance loss [10].
3B ACKGROUND
The goal of a network performance test is to measure the
performance of a pattern of communication operations
executing in isolation. Network performance tests generally
comprise some initialization (allocating message buffers,
establishing communication channels between processes,
synchronizing processes, and so forth), a call to start the
performance timer, calls to the communication operations
whose performance is to be measured (usually repeated a
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stop the performance timer, and some code to compute the
performance statistics and log these to a file.
It is critical that noncommunication operations (for
example, loop overhead) be minimized to avoid notice-
ably impacting the measured performance. On today’s
parallel computers and workstation clusters, process-to-
process communication across user-level messaging layers
[15], [16] and over a high-speed network can complete in
under 3  s, including the time to traverse all software,
firmware, and hardware protocol layers [17]. Hence, a
few tens of nanoseconds of overhead can bias measure-
ments by more than a percent.
MostnetworkperformancetestsarewritteninCwithcalls
to an MPI library [18], the de facto standard for communica-
tion within a parallel application, and measure the perfor-
mance of some sequence of back-to-back communication
operations. Because of the difficulty—or at least, sheer
tedium—of expressing in low-level language performance
teststhatincludesuchpracticalfactorsascomputationalload
imbalance or intricate many-to-many communication pat-
terns(possiblyinvolvingrandompeerselection),itisrarethat
one encounters a nontrivial performance test in practice or in
theliterature.Nevertheless,morerealisticapplication-centric
performancetestsareimportantbecausetheyprovideinsight
into application behavior and enable experimentation into
alternative communication patterns or varying computation
costs that would be more time-consuming to implement and
measure in a complete application.
One of CONCEPTUAL’s goals is to make it easy to
express performance tests that more accurately represent or
characterize application behavior. CONCEPTUAL facilitates
the expression of arbitrary communication patterns such as
wavefronts, N-point stencils, trees, random accesses, and
other patterns commonly used by parallel applications.
CONCEPTUAL can also simulate computation, thereby
enhancing its ability to model an application.
From the perspective of code generation, network
performance tests are interesting (and challenging) for the
following reasons:
1. Execution speed is critical when the performance
timer is ticking, but unimportant otherwise (for
example, during program initialization).
2. The important part of a performance test is the calls
into the messaging library and other operations that
are to be timed. These may not be reordered or
optimized away because their order and presence is
significant. All other code should be optimized as
m u c ha sp o s s i b l es oa sn o tt oa t t r i b u t ee x t r a
overhead to the communication routines.
After highlighting some important aspects of the CON-
CEPTUAL language’s semantics in Section 4, Section 5
describes the CONCEPTUAL code generator and explains
how it addresses the preceding issues.
4L ANGUAGE DESIGN
The driver behind implementing a domain-specific high-
levellanguagefornetworkperformancetestingistosimplify
the creation of special-purpose tests that can provide
invaluable insight into application behavior. Application-
centric networkperformancetests haveto datereceived little
attention from the scientific community partly because the
time and effort needed to develop such tests has outweighed
the benefits. CONCEPTUAL thereby serves as an enabling
technology that finally makes it practical to construct
customized tests of network performance.
As a point of terminology, CONCEPTUAL—and for
consistency, this article—uses the word “task” to refer more
abstractlytoaprocess,thread,node,rank,orwhateverelseis
meaningful to the underlying messaging layer.
4.1 Motivation
The CONCEPTUAL language makes available to the
programmer a large number of idioms that facilitate the
development of a wide variety of network performance
tests. Among these idioms are those for timing the
execution of a block of code, calculating statistics, determin-
ing neighbor tasks in a variety of (logical) network
topologies, transmitting and receiving messages, verifying
error-free communication, controlling message-buffer align-
ment and reuse, parsing the command line, synchronizing
tasks, and logging results to files. Although the same
functionality could be provided with merely a runtime
library, the advantages of using a domain-specific high-
level language include:
1. Portability. CONCEPTUAL programs are not tied to a
particular messaging layer. Hence, the same perfor-
mance test can be used to compare the performance
of disparate messaging layers, for example, to
determine the overhead added to a lower-level
messaging layer by a more feature-rich higher-level
messaging layer.
2. Readability. Although the CONCEPTUAL language
has a formal syntax and precise semantics, CONCEP-
TUAL programs read like English-language text,
making them a viable alternative to imprecise ad hoc
pseudocode for display in a research paper or
technical presentation. Furthermore, like a pseudo-
code description, CONCEPTUAL programs empha-
size the pattern of communication, saving the
programmer from having to initialize messaging
libraries, allocate and fill in data structures, declare
variables, keep statistics, or perform other routine
activities that are external to the communication
pattern being tested. In short, a CONCEPTUAL
program is as readable as pseudocode but as precise
as the corresponding program coded in a low-level
language.
3. Reproducibility. By providing within the language the
mechanisms needed to record performance data,
CONCEPTUAL programs make explicit the set of
operations whose performance is to be measured and
how the resulting data are to be aggregated and
logged to files. The log files that CONCEPTUAL
programs produce—described more thoroughly in a
priorpublication[19]—actlikeascientist’s laboratory
notebook in that they include not only the results of a
performance-testing experiment, but also the experi-
mental setup under which that experiment was
executed, including any command-line arguments
supplied; the mapping from task number to host
name; the network interface make and model; the
operating system version; the dynamic libraries used;
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clock speed; the amount of physical memory; compi-
lerversionandoptions;theusername;thetimestamp;
the environment variables; the complete CONCEP-
TUAL source program; the termination condition; the
total execution time; and the number of interrupts
received during the program’s execution. In essence,
whatevercannotbecontrolledisatleastrecorded.The
goal is to enable one researcher to completely
reproduce another’s network performance test given
only the log files it generated.
A prior publication [20] argues further why a high-level
domain-specific language is a superior alternative to a
runtime library coupled with a general-purpose language
for the purpose of network performance analysis.
4.2 Grammar
CONCEPTUAL employs a keyword-heavy syntax to help
programs read like an English-language description of a
communication pattern. Although the language has a
formal LALR(1) grammar and therefore requires precision
when writing a program, the result can be read and largely
understood even by someone unfamiliar with CONCEP-
TUAL. (The reader is invited to verify that claim by
examining the code in Fig. 2.) Although space constraints
inhibit the presentation of the complete grammar in this
paper, the CONCEPTUAL User’s Guide [21] provides the
complete Extended Backus-Naur form (EBNF) language
specification. The reader is referred to that document to see
the language’s built-in constructs and evaluate their
generality and expressiveness.
At the time of this writing, CONCEPTUAL’s EBNF
specification includes 56 productions. (For comparison, a
typical expression of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) C grammar includes 64 productions.) Fig. 1
lists, as examples of CONCEPTUAL’s grammar, the produc-
tion for a send statement and the production for a message
specification. Using those two productions (and a few not
shown), one can construct fairly elaborate send statements
such as “Tasks etsk such that etsk is even asynchronously
send5uniquepage-alignedmessageswithdatatouchingto
tasks etskþ1 who receive them synchronously.”
1 Note that
the lexer enhances the language’s English-like nature by
canonicalizing word variants such as task/tasks, send/
sends, and it/them and by treating a hyphen as white space
before a keyword, as in “page-aligned.”
4.3 Operational Semantics
One can imagine a CONCEPTUAL program compiling to an
n-processor abstract machine. Each processor’s state can be
represented as a 7-tuple Si ¼ð p;B;A;K;C;V;TÞ;0   i<n
in which p is the program counter, B is a vector of message
queues indexed by the sender for blocking point-to-point
messages, A is a vector of message queues indexed by the
sender for nonblocking point-to-point messages, K is a
vector of message queues indexed by the sender for
blocking collective operations (currently, multicasts, reduc-
tions, and barrier synchronizations), C is a stack of loop trip
counters, V is a stack of queues of loop values, and T is a
stack of loop time counters. Although each processor has its
own program counter, CONCEPTUALu s e sa nS P M D
semantics. That is, all processors execute the same
statements in the same order although possibly skewed in
time and possibly effecting different state transitions. In
addition to storing each processor’s local state, the abstract
machine also provides a single wall-clock timer  , which is
shared by all n processors.
Only control structures and communication operations
affect the abstract machine’s state. All other CONCEPTUAL
statements—logging measurements, outputting status in-
formation, touching memory, introducing delays, evaluat-
ing assertions, and so forth—induce no state changes other
than incrementing the program counter.
We define VPushð  ; Þ as the contents of vector   after
element   is pushed onto stack    and VPopð  ; Þ as the
contents of vector   after the top element  , is popped from
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Fig. 1. Sample productions from the CONCEPTUAL grammar.
1. This line of code—and, in addition, all future one-line code examples
in this paper—is also a complete CONCEPTUAL program.
Fig. 2. CONCEPTUAL implementation of a wavefront algorithm as a network performance test.stack    (and discarded). If the stack is empty or the top
element is not  , VPop waits until the stack is nonempty,
and the top element is  . We further define Enqueueð ; Þ as
the contents of queue   after element   is pushed onto it,
Pushð ; Þ as the contents of stack   after element   is
pushed onto it, Popð Þ as the contents of stack or queue  
after its head is popped (and discarded), and  top as the
element at the head of stack or queue  .
4.3.1 Point-to-Point Communication
Consider the basic CONCEPTUAL send statement, which
takes a set of source tasks and a set of destination tasks and
sends a message m from each source to each destination (as
in “Tasks abc such that abc is even send a 1-megabyte
message to tasks abcþ1”). Formally, send defines the
following sequence of state changes:
1. 8s 2 sources, d 2 dests, Sd  ð p;VPopðBs;mÞ;A;K;
C;V;TÞd,
2. 8s 2 sources, d 2 dests, Sd ðp;VPushðBs;mÞ;A;K;
C;V;TÞd, and
3. 8i2½0;nÞ, Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi.
Here, m encodes all of the attributes of the message, most
notably the sender’s processor number and the message
size. Step 1 in the preceding list of state changes is omitted if
the unsuspecting keyword precedes the set of destination
tasks (as in “Task 0 sends a 3-kilobyte message to
unsuspecting tasks q such that q > 5”).
Messages sent asynchronously (as in, “All tasks asyn-
chronously send a 32-byte-aligned doubleword-sized mes-
sage to task numtasks 1”) are enqueued on the recipients’
nonblocking message queue and not immediately popped:
1) 8s2sources, d 2 dests, Sd  ð p;B;VPushðAs;mÞ;K;C;V;
TÞd, and 2) 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C; V;TÞi. Mes-
sages sent asynchronously are popped by awaiting their
completion (“Task numtasks 1 awaits completion”):
1) 8s 2 sources, d 2 dests, m 2 As, Sd  ð p;B;VPopðAs;mÞ;
K;C;V;TÞd,and2)8i 2½ 0;nÞ,Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi.
4.3.2 Collective Communication
Collective operations support by CONCEPTUAL—multi-
casts, reductions, and synchronizations—can be imple-
mented similarly to the point-to-point send operation, but
uses the abstract machine’s K state instead of the B or A
state. All collectives are synchronizing operations and so
can be represented by the state changes in the following
two-pass ring:
1. 8t 2½ 1;jtasksjÞ,
Staskst  ð p;B;A;VPopðKtaskst 1;mÞ;C;V;TÞtaskst;
2. 8t 2½ 0;jtasksj 1Þ,
Staskst  ð p;B;A;VPushðKtaskstþ1;mÞ;C;V;TÞtaskst;
3. Stasks0  ð p;B;A;VPopðKtaskslast;mÞ;C;V;TÞtasks0,
4. 8t 2½ 1;jtasksjÞ,
Staskst  ð p;B;A;VPopðKtaskst 1;mÞ;C;V;TÞtaskst;
5. 8t 2½ 0;jtasksj 1Þ,
Staskst  ð p;B;A;VPushðKtaskstþ1;mÞ;C;V;TÞtaskst;
and
6. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi.
4.3.3 Control Structures
CONCEPTUAL provides three looping constructs. The
simplest performs a fixed number of iterations c,a si n
“For 10 repetitions hstatementi.” The C state variable
counts the number of remaining iterations:
1. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p;B;A;K;VPushðCi;cÞ;V;TÞi,
2. recursively perform hstatementi’s state changes,
3. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p;B;A;K;Ctop   1;V;TÞi, and
4. if Ci ¼ 0, then 8i 2½ 0;nÞ,
Si  ð pð2Þ;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi;
else, Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi.( pð2Þ is the ad-
dress of Step 2.)
CONCEPTUAL’s second looping construct iterates over a
finite set of values F. An example is “For each val in {0}, {1,
2, 4, ..., 128K} hstatementi,” which assigns to val each value
in the set {0} followed by each value in the geometric
progression {1, 2, 4, ..., 131,072}. (CONCEPTUAL auto-
matically detects both arithmetic and geometric progres-
sions.) Semantically, this looping construct performs the
following operations:
1. 8i2½0;nÞ, v 2 F;Si  ð p;B;A;K;C;PushðV;fgÞ;TÞi,
2. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ,
v 2 F;Si  ð p;B;A;K;C;EnqueueðVtop;vÞ;TÞi;
3. recursively perform hstatementi’s state changes with
the loop variable bound to Vtoptop,
4. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p;B;A;K;C;PopðVtopÞ;TÞi, and
5. if Vtop 6¼  , then 8i 2½ 0;nÞ,
Si  ð pð2Þ;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi;
else, Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;PopðV Þ;TÞi.
The third and final looping construct is a timed loop,
which runs for a fixed length of time t,a si n“ For 5 minutes
hstatementi.” These loops utilize the abstract machine’s
global wall-clock timer   as follows:
1. all processors synchronize (as described above
under Collective Communication),
2. 8i 2½ 0;nÞ, Si  ð p;B;A;K;C;V ;PushðTi; þ tÞÞi,
3. recursively perform hstatementi’s state changes, and
4. if  <T 0top, then 8i 2½ 0;nÞ,
Si  ð pð3Þ;B;A;K;C;V;TÞi;
else Si  ð p þ 1;B;A;K;C;V;PopðT;TitopÞÞi.
4.4 Observations
Some observations one should make from the preceding
presentation of CONCEPTUAL’s semantics are that
1. all messages sent from s to d are received in order
by d,
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two different processors to the same destination,
3. a message must be received explicitly (i.e., there is
no “receive any” mechanism), and
4. all loops are executed by all processors and have the
same loop bounds on all processors.
The implications of some of these observations are
discussed in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
4.5 Design Decision #1: Language Structure
CONCEPTUAL programs represent finite-state machines.
Therefore, CONCEPTUAL is not Turing-complete. It is not
possible, for instance, to express an unbounded loop in
CONCEPTUAL. There are no variables as such, only let-
bindings. Furthermore, a variable cannot be bound to any
task-specific value such as a task ID, random number, or
length of time. An important ramification of these design
decisions is that they enable the compiler to reason about
programs in a manner that would not be possible if
CONCEPTUAL were Turing-complete. For example, as we
shall see in Section 5, the CONCEPTUAL compiler exploits
the knowledge that a loop will perform a finite number of
iterations and that if there is no explicit loop variable, the
loop is guaranteed to execute the same code on every
iteration.
Communication, iteration, and measurement are explicit
in a CONCEPTUAL program, whereas initialization, buffer
allocation, and management of all of the underlying
message-passing library’s nuances are handled implicitly
by the compiler and runtime system. The challenge is in
devising a code generator that is so efficient that arbitrary
CONCEPTUAL code runs as fast as an equivalent program
that is hand-coded in a low-level language and manually
structured to minimize the overhead of noncommunication
operations. This challenge is the subject of Section 5.
4.6 Design Decision 2: Messaging Semantics
By default, the CONCEPTUAL send statement implicitly
posts matching receives because this is the common case in
many network performance tests. The semantics is such that
foragiventask,allofthereceivesintroducedbyagivensend
statement are posted concurrently before any of the sends.
One important language design decision is that task
numbers can be referred to only within simple state-
ments—communication, “computation,” logging, and so
forth—but not within, for example, let-bindings or condi-
tionals. Because of CONCEPTUAL’s SPMD [2] semantics,
that decision guarantees that all tasks let-bind the same
values to the same variables, follow the same control path
and, consequently, agree globally on the sender(s) and
receiver(s) for every communication operation. This global
agreement has deep implications for programmability in
that it provides a simple mechanism for avoiding deadlock.
Proposition 1. In CONCEPTUAL, no sequence of communica-
tion operations in which 1) there are no sends to self and
2) each operation specifies exactly one sender and exactly one
receiver can lead to deadlocked communication.
Proof. Assume that there exists a sequence of point-to-point
communication operations
fS1 ! R1;S 2 ! R2;...;S n ! Rng;
Si 6¼ Ri that does lead to communication deadlock. (Si
represents the ith sender, and Ri represents the
ith receiver in the sequence of n sends and n receives.)
This implies that for some subset of tasks, each task in
that subset is blocked at a receive (alternatively, send)
waiting for a send (alternatively, receive) from another
task; in other words, there exists a cycle of dependencies.
Because CONCEPTUAL ensures that all tasks use the
same variable bindings, all tasks therefore attribute the
same sender and receiver to a given (static) send
statement. Because all tasks follow the same control
path, all (dynamic) communication operations must be
observed and, when applicable, performed by all tasks.
As a result of these constraints, all tasks must agree that
S1 is the first sender and R1 is the first receiver.
Therefore, the S1 ! R1 communication operation can
clearly complete because there are no communication
operations ahead of it. Afterward, all tasks must agree
that S2 is the first remaining sender and R2 is the first
remaining receiver, so S2 ! R2 can complete. The result
is that there exists a total ordering on communication
operations. However, a total ordering contradicts the
notion that there is a cycle of dependencies (with a cycle
implying no ordering). This violates the assumption that
deadlock is possible and thereby proves that it is not. t u
As an example, expressing ring communication as “For
each tnum in f0;...;num tasks   1g task tnum sends a
2 gigabyte message to task (tnumþ1) mod num_tasks”
guarantees deadlock-free execution as long as the program
is run with at least two tasks (so as not to violate the first
condition of Proposition 1). However, caution must be
exerted when performing multiple communication opera-
tions in a single send statement. “All tasks tnum send a
2 gigabyte message to task (tnumþ1) mod num_tasks” will
deadlock because all of the receives are posted concurrently
followed by all of the sends, thereby contradicting the
notion of a “first” Si ! Ri operation. Similarly, programs
can safely perform blocking communication among ran-
domly selected tasks without fear of them deadlocking—an
important consequence for programmers who wish to
utilize randomness in network performance tests.
A second design decision involving the messaging
semantics is that all messages sent from s to d are received
by d in the order in which they were sent by s and,
furthermore, there are no wildcard receives; to receive a
message, a task must specify explicitly the sender and the
message size. An important consequence of this construc-
tion is that CONCEPTUAL programs are completely
deterministic. It is not possible to express a race condition
in a CONCEPTUAL program.
Any communication operation that targets a nonexistent
task is silently dropped. This design decision reduces the
reliance on special cases for edge tasks and simplifies
programs, similar to the way that ZPL’s “@”-operator [22]
simplifiesprogramsbyreducingtherelianceonspecialcases
for edge elements in array operations. Furthermore, as
Section 5 explains, dropped communication operations have
no impact on performance. CONCEPTUAL’s nonexistent-
task semantics implies that a deadlock-free ring can also be
expressedwith“Alltaskstnumsenda2gigabytemessageto
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message to task 0” even though the first send specifies—a-
mong other communications—that task num_tasks 1 sends
a message to nonexistent task num_tasks.
Finally, messages in CONCEPTUAL are opaque. That is,
a program cannot explicitly read or write a message’s
contents. This design decision gives the runtime system
some additional flexibility that is needed to support
statements such as “For 1E6 repetitions, task 0 sends a
10 megabyte message with verification to task 1 then
task 1 logs bit_errors as “Bad bits.” ” Whereas a checksum
or cyclic redundancy check cannot give an accurate count of
bit errors, CONCEPTUAL can do so by sending a message
with known contents and tallying the number of incorrect
bits on the receive side. More precisely, each message sent
with verification comprises a one-word random-number
seed followed by the first N   1 random numbers produced
using that seed. (CONCEPTUAL uses a 64-bit Mersenne
Twister [23] as its random-number generator.) The message
recipient initializes its random-number generator using the
seed taken from the message, generates N   1 random
numbers, and performs a bitwise comparison of the two
message streams to acquire an accurate bit-error count.
Although a corrupted seed will produce false positives, it is
virtually impossible for the existence of a bit error to pass
undetected when using this scheme.
4.7 A Complete Program
Up to this point, only single-line CONCEPTUAL programs
have been presented. In this section, we examine a complete
network performance test in some detail. Network perfor-
mance tests are used for a variety of purposes: 1) proto-
typing communication algorithms before implementing
them in a library, 2) creating application mock-ups to aid
the analysis by separating communication and computation
costs, and 3) informing performance models, which
formulate application scalability as a function of network
performance. A typical network performance test, at least in
the context of parallel computing, comprises timing
measurements of a specified communication pattern. This
pattern is generally repeated a number of times to amortize
the timer overhead.
Consider a wavefront communication pattern, as is used
in deterministic transport applications such as Sweep3D
[24]. For the purpose of exposition, we use a simplified
version of Sweep3D’s communication pattern, as illustrated
in Fig. 3 for a 4   5 task grid. In this simplified version, only
a single wavefront is propagated through the task grid; the
multiple wavefront directions used in the actual Sweep3D
code would be implemented analogously.
To express a wavefront communication pattern as a
benchmark we specify that task 0 begins the wavefront and
the final task in the task grid sends a message back to task 0
to notify it to stop the clock. (For a proper network
performance test one cannot assume that clocks are globally
synchronized across the entire network.) We further specify
that task 0 logs the mean and standard deviation of the per-
hop latency across some number of repetitions of this
pattern.
The complete CONCEPTUAL code for the wavefront
benchmark is presented in Fig. 2. The code in Fig. 2 is
typical of a CONCEPTUAL program both in terms of length
and complexity. CONCEPTUAL programs rarely need to be
longer than a few tens of lines to implement even the most
intricate communication patterns used by realistic parallel
programs.
Each of the first three lines of the program defines a
command-line option, including a description to be output
if the program is run with --help. The program’s main
loop, lines 5-11, is repeated reps times, the default being 1E5
(that is, 10,000), as specified in line 2. Line 6 resets the
performance timer and a variety of other counters (bit-error
counts and tallies of bytes and messages sent/received).
The entire wavefront communication pattern is imple-
mented in line 7 with line 8 sending a message from the
final task back to task 0. In line 7, the “dst = src + xdim”
condition makes every task send downward, and the “(dst
= src + 1 ^ dst mod xdim <> 0)” condition makes every
task except those on the right edge of the task grid send to
the right. Note that no special case is needed for the
sending-downward condition; CONCEPTUAL automati-
cally suppresses messages sent to nonexistent tasks. In the
sending-right condition, task srcþ1 does exist, so a special
case is needed. In practice, line 7 can be simplified by
exploiting CONCEPTUAL’s built-in mesh_neighbor func-
tion; the line is shown as it is to emphasize the generality of
CONCEPTUAL’s primitive operations.
Lines 9 and 10 calculate the mean and standard deviation
oftheper-hoplatencyacrossall repsrepetitions andlogthese
valuestothediskusingthestring“Per-hoplatency(usecs)”as
the primary column header for both columns. A secondary
column header—“(mean)” for the first column and “(std.
dev.)”for the second column—is generated automatically by
CONCEPTUAL. The predeclared elapsed_usecs variable
keepstrack of thenumber of microseconds that have elapsed
since the beginning of the program or the last resets its
counters statement.
CONCEPTUAL’s English-like syntax makes CONCEP-
TUAL programs quite readable. Nevertheless, CONCEP-
TUAL programs may appear excessively verbose to a
programmer conversant only with more traditional gen-
eral-purpose programming languages. However, because
CONCEPTUAL’s domain-specific semantics supports im-
plicit receives and discarded communication with non-
existent tasks, CONCEPTUAL programs are generally
significantly shorter than those written in other languages.
To help validate this claim, Fig. 4 implements the same
functionality as lines 7-8 of the code in Fig. 2, but in C and
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Fig. 3. Wavefront communication pattern.using MPI as the communication library—the most
common language/library combination for developing
tests of communication performance for parallel computers
and workstation clusters. The C code is written with no
unnecessary spaces so as to minimize its length. Table 1
compares the code in Fig. 4 to that in Fig. 5, which
represents lines 7-8 of the code in Fig. 2 with unnecessary
spaces removed. According to the table, regardless of
whether one counts statements, tokens, or characters, the
CONCEPTUAL code is significantly shorter than the
corresponding C code. The difference in code length is
even greater when comparing versions of the complete
wavefront benchmark because the C version has to include
header files, declare variables, allocate memory, compute
performance statistics, and perform various other minor
operations. None of these requires much code by itself, but
they add up to a total program length much greater than
the equivalent CONCEPTUAL program. This is no accident;
CONCEPTUALi sdesigned to facilitate the efficient expres-
sion of network performance tests.
5I MPLEMENTATION
The CONCEPTUAL compiler follows a classic compiler
structure: front end, lexer, parser, semantic analyzer, and
code generator. CONCEPTUAL supports a variety of code
generators from which the user selects at compile time. As
of this writing, CONCEPTUAL includes
. a code generator that produces a C code with calls to
an MPI [18] library for communication,
. a code generator that produces a C code that
communicates using Unix-domain datagram sock-
ets [25],
and a few compiler back ends that are not technically code
generators, including
. a CONCEPTUAL interpreter that exploits its global
knowledge of the program execution to detect and
report deadlocks and other communication bugs in
the user’s code,
. a back end that uses Dot [26] to visualize the abstract
syntax tree corresponding to the input program,
. a back end that specializes any of the C-based back
ends, inserting tracing calls (fprintf()s or calls to
the curses library) into the generated C code,
. a back end that specializes any of the C-based back
ends, inserting timing code around every individual
communication operation,
. a back end that reports a variety of statistics about a
program’s execution (for example, network-bisec-
tion volume and communication-peer offsets), and
. a back end that uses L ATEX and PSTricks [27] to draw
the space-time diagram corresponding to a run of a
CONCEPTUAL program.
CONCEPTUAL can theoretically compile to any language/
messaging library combination; the preceding list repre-
sents only the first batch of back ends that have been
developed.
The ability to produce a space-time diagram of a
program’s execution directly from the CONCEPTUAL
source (using the L ATEX þ PSTricks back end) has proven
to be an immensely useful capability. Subtle bugs in the
implementation of a communication pattern become trans-
parent upon examination of a graphical depiction of the
communication operations. Also, because CONCEPTUALi s
commonly used to implement performance tests that
employ nonstandard communication patterns, a visual
representation of these patterns is often the most effective
way to convey a test’s operation.
An implementation decision that is eminently relevant to
CONCEPTUAL’s acceptance by the networking community
is that all of the code generators developed to date output
commented human-readable code. It is therefore possible
for one to understand not only the CONCEPTUAL source
program, but also the generated low-level code, and thereby
verify that the benchmark is performing the expected
operations.
The rest of this section focuses on the C-based code
generators, both of which derive from the same base
class—a core C-code generator—and merely specialize it
for the appropriate messaging library.
5.1 The Challenge
Consider, for example, the CONCEPTUAL statement “All
tasks src send a 64 kilobyte message to task (src   1)/2,”
which causes each task in the program to send a message to
its parent in a logical binary tree. The hand-coded C
equivalent would likely begin with each task determining
whether it is a leaf, a 1-child internal node, a 2-child internal
node, a 1-child root, or a 2-child root and branch to one of
the five main timing loops, as appropriate. By hoisting the
child and parent tallies out of the timing loop, each loop
body can hardwire the number of sends and receives to
post, thereby minimizing the execution-time overhead.
Although it is easy for a human to enumerate all of the
possible alternatives and specialize the communication
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Fig. 4. Dense, C+MPI equivalent of Fig. 2, lines 7-8.
TABLE 1
Comparison of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5code for each alternative, it is far more challenging for a
compiler to do likewise.
As programs get more complicated than the one-liner
shown above, it becomes difficult even for a human to
structure a program in such a way as to hoist the overhead
out of the timing loop. Consider the CONCEPTUAL
statement “For 1,000 repetitions, let aaa be a random task
and bbb be a random task other than aaa while task aaa
sends a 256 byte message to task bbb.” Random commu-
nication patterns that use blocking communication are
problematic for performance tests for two reasons. First, the
random-number generator must be globally coordinated
across all tasks in the program to prevent a mismatched
send or receive from hanging the program. (Messaging
layers such as MPI [18] lack a time-out mechanism.) Second,
care must be taken to avoid deadlock situations because the
random selection of communication end points can produce
a cycle of blocked tasks if this situation is not explicitly
prevented. Third, random-number generation is a compara-
tively slow operation; a large component of the reported
communication time may in fact be attributable to random-
number generation time. There is virtually no history of
performance tests that employ blocking communication
among randomly selected end points. The parallel version
of the Apex-Map benchmark [28], for example, uses
exclusively nonblocking random communication and em-
ploys a cleanup phase at the end to force the completion of
all mismatched sends and receives.
5.2 Initial Attempt
AnearlyimplementationoftheCONCEPTUALcompilertook
a straightforward approach to code generation: CONCEP-
TUAL arithmetic expressions produced C arithmetic expres-
sions, CONCEPTUAL communication operations produced
calls to a messaging library’s communication operations,
CONCEPTUAL loops produced C loops, and so forth. For
simple programs, this simple approach worked well and
generated a code that was fairly similar in both style and
performance to the hand-coded C. Unfortunately, the
approach failed to scale with the complexity of the input.
When executing a CONCEPTUAL statement such as “For
each ofs in {1, 2} all tasks sndr send a 64-byte page-aligned
message to task 2 (sndr mod 5) + ofs” with a total of eight
t a s k s ,f o re x a m p l e ,e a c ht a s kw i l ls e n dz e r o ,o n e ,o r
two messages and receive 0, 1, or 2 messages. (As mentioned
in Section 4.6, no messages are sent to or received from
nonexistent tasks.) Because there is an arbitrary relation
between senders and receivers and because the number of
tasks is defined at runtime, the compiler does not know how
many sends or receives to post. These numbers can be
calculated at runtime, but doing so essentially requires that
each task evaluate “2 (sndr mod 5) + ofs” for every value of
sndr—a costly amount of overhead to incur while commu-
nication time is being measured.
5.3 The Improved Approach
The key observation to make is that the generated code
needs to be efficient only while performance is being measured.
Hence, any overhead operations (that is, those not related to
communication or otherwise relevant to the timing mea-
surements) can be hoisted above the timed blocks of the
code to program initialization time. This is in contrast to the
typical manner in which compiler performance is evaluated
in which the entire program’s execution time is considered.
In the rest of this paper, we refer to the period before the
performance timer is started as initialization time and the
period afterward as execution time.
Given that the performance of program initialization is
immaterial (within reason) and that the CONCEPTUAL
language is not Turing-complete, it is possible to “pre-
execute” a CONCEPTUAL program at initialization time. In
essence, the compiler performs a partial evaluation of the
input program with respect to the number of tasks and
command-line arguments and completes the compilation at
initialization time. During the preexecution phase, the
generated code determines the precise set of operations
that will need to be performed once the timer starts ticking
and creates a list of events (send, receive, synchronize,
multicast,“ compute,” log to file, and so forth) for the calling
task to execute. For example, if the CONCEPTUAL state-
ment “Tasks nz such that nz is odd send 53 - doubleword-
sized messages to task 0 who receives them with data
touching” is run with 10 tasks, the event lists of tasks 1, 3, 5,
and 9 will each contain five send events, each specifying the
transmission of a 3-doubleword (24-byte) message to task 0;
task 0’s event list will contain 20 receive events, each
specifying the receipt of a 3-doubleword message whose
data must be touched (read and written) after receipt to
stress the memory hierarchy.
After a task constructs its list of events, it starts the timer
and begins the program’s main loop, which simply iterates
over each event in turn and executes whatever code is
appropriate to the target messaging layer. Fig. 6 presents a
typical instantiation of the event loop as generated by the
C+MPI back end. (The C+sockets back end, for example,
calls send() instead of MPI_Send().) Only events actually
utilized by the CONCEPTUAL program appear as cases in
the switch statement.
To improve memory utilization, CONCEPTUAL’s “for
hexpri repetitions hstatementi” construct produces a
repeat event followed by a single instantiation of the
loop body rather than producing hexpri complete in-
stantiations of the loop body. (Note the recursive
invocation of conc_process_events() in Fig. 6.) This
optimization is possible because there is no loop variable
in “for hexpri repetitions hstatementi”; hence, the loop
body is invariant across iterations. In contrast, CONCEP-
TUAL’s “for each hvari in hsetih statementi” construct can
result in a different set of events for each iteration and is
therefore ineligible for this memory optimization. In
practice, however, the size of hseti tends to be compara-
tively small, so optimizing memory usage is less im-
portant in that context.
The following are some of the benefits of expanding a
CONCEPTUAL program into an event list at initialization
time:
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Fig. 5. Dense version of Fig. 2, lines 7-8.. There is a consistent mechanism for hoisting events
from the timed part of the performance test to the
untimed initialization part.
. All expressions, no matter how complex, take zero
time to evaluate from the perspective of the timed
part of the code. A corollary is that checking for a
peer task’s existence (for example, in the context of a
send statement) takes zero time from the perspective
of the timed part of the code.
. Anyoperationthatatexecutiontimewillnotapplytoa
particulartaskisautomaticallyelidedfromthattask’s
event list. Hence, there is no execution-time cost to
interleaving statements applicable to one set of tasks
with statements applicable to a different set of tasks.
. CONCEPTUAL’s functionality can easily be en-
hanced by introducing new events or adding new
fields to existing events—even on a per-back-end
basis. For example, the execution-tracing back end
appends a pair of line-number fields to every event
structure and injects a code into the main loop to
output the name of each event, a few event
parameters, and the lines of the source code to
which that event corresponds.
Asaspecificexampleofhowanevent-basedcompilercan
reducethemeasurementoverhead,recallthatCONCEPTUAL
enables source and destination tasks to be selected using a
random-number generator, as showcased in Section 5.1.
Although random-number generation is a comparatively
slow operation, the cost is hoisted to initialization time and
therefore imposes no more penalty at performance-testing
time than would the use of constants.
A related approach could be to create an event list at
compile time instead of initialization time. Doing so could
reduce the overhead by replacing Fig. 6’s switch statement
and for loops with straight-line calls to the underlying
messaging layer. However, this approach would either
restrict each CONCEPTUAL program to a number of tasks
selected at compile time or require the generation of
numerous if statements to check at runtime for commu-
nication with nonexistent tasks. Consider “All tasks ff send
a message to task ff–5”; how many receives should task 0
post?
5.4 Timed Loops
Performance tests that run for a bounded length of time
rather than a bounded number of iterations are more
common in the context of Internet networking than in the
context of parallel-computer or cluster networking. Never-
theless, CONCEPTUAL does provide support for such
tests in the form of a timed-loop construct, as in “for
htimeih statementi.” CONCEPTUAL executes the loop
body for the corresponding length of real time. This is a
best effort operation; a loop iteration is not preempted
before completing.
The challenge of using real-time loop bounds in the
context of network performance tests is that it can lead to
send-receive mismatches that are problematic when em-
ploying blocking communication. Consider, for example,
the case in which task 0 is sending messages to task 1 for a
given length of time. If task 0’s timer expires after posting N
sends but task 1’s timer expires after posting N þ 1 receives,
then task 1 will block indefinitely waiting for a message that
will never arrive. This scenario can occur even if all tasks
are perfectly time synchronized because it may take
different lengths of time to perform a send versus a receive
operation. Existing solutions from other contexts include
using out-of-band data to signal performance-test termina-
tion or using a message-time-out mechanism to prema-
turely terminate a blocking communication operation. The
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Fig. 6. Sample event loop in the CONCEPTUAL-generated C code, specialized for MPI.former approach is used, for example, by the Netperf
performance-test suite [29], and the latter is used, for
example, by the Erlang parallel-programming language
[30]. Unfortunately, neither approach can be integrated
comfortably into CONCEPTUAL because some messaging
layers (most notably, MPI [18]) lack both out-of-band data
transmissions and message time outs and CONCEPTUAL’s
i n t e n t i o ni st ob ep o r t a b l ea c r o s saw i d ev a r i e t yo f
messaging layers.
Instead, the approach taken by the CONCEPTUAL
implementation is as follows: First, all tasks stop their
performance counters (that is, message counters, byte
counters, the bit-error counter, and the performance timer)
and enter a mode in which nonidempotent operations such
as writing to the log file are suppressed. Then, each task
measures the time needed to perform a fixed number of
trial loop iterations. Because the timed-loop construct does
not employ a loop variable, all iterations are necessarily
identical and can therefore be assumed to take approxi-
mately equal lengths of time. Next, all tasks obtain global
agreement on the number of iterations that can execute in
time htimei by taking the maximum iteration estimate
across all tasks. An overshoot factor is added to this
number so as to better tolerate performance variation. Once
all tasks have agreed upon the number of iterations to
perform, each task reenables the execution of nonidempo-
tent operations, restarts its performance counters, and
performs the agreed-upon number of iterations. After each
loop iteration, each task checks if time htimei has elapsed. If
so, the task stops its performance counters and once again
suppresses nonidempotent operations, but continues run-
ning until all iterations have completed. Once all tasks have
exited the loop, they synchronize and return to their normal
execution mode.
The preceding approach achieves the goal of iterating for
a bounded length of time without sacrificing portability
across messaging layers or support for blocking commu-
nication operations. Each task’s performance timer “sees”
the correct length of time although more iterations may
actually have been performed. Like the core CONCEPTUAL
implementation structure described in Section 5.3, the
implementation of timed loops exploits the underlying
assumption that performance is important only during the
timed part of a program’s execution. Before the perfor-
mance timer starts and while the timer is paused, extra
operations can be executed to reduce the overhead or
enhance functionality without incorrectly attributing their
cost to communication.
6E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the approach taken by the
CONCEPTUAL compiler, namely, the compilation of net-
work performance tests into a code that evaluates expres-
sions and loops at program initialization time and merely
executes each event in a generated event list during
execution time. The metric on which we choose to focus is
the overhead reported in the timing measurements. That is,
for a given performance test, we wish to determine how
much worse the CONCEPTUAL-reported performance is
than that reported by a hand-coded C program.
To make the comparison as stringent as possible, we
utilize a communication latency test as our benchmark. A
latency test is, in spirit, the networking analog of a compiler
benchmark that computes the nth Fibonacci number: Both
programs are so simple that they offer a high-level language
compiler no opportunity to improve performance over that
realized by a low-level language but myriad opportunities
to degrade performance. The goal of a latency test is to
measure the time to send a message of a given size from one
task to another and back. The test reports half of that round-
trip time as an estimate of the one-way time. (Clocks are
rarely globally synchronized—especially not to submicro-
second granularity—so one-way latency cannot generally
be measured directly.) Because there is no overlap of
communication operations and because all communication
is blocking, all overhead introduced by the compiler is
exposed in the timing measurements. To further emphasize
any inefficiencies in the CONCEPTUAL-generated code, we
measure the latency only of small messages—those consist-
ing of merely 0-32 bytes of payload. Doing so prevents code
overheads from appearing insignificant relative to large-
message transmission times.
Therearenumerouswaystoconstructalatencytest;subtle
variations in implementation can result in dramatically
different performance being reported [19]. To avoid biasing
the selection of a particular latency test toward one that may
lenditselfwelltoanefficientCONCEPTUALimplementation,
we started with an existing latency program that has been
used to measure performance on a variety of networks, is
freely available on the Web, has been discussed in the
literature [31], and originates from an established research
group bearing no connection to that of the author.
The original code, written in C with calls to an MPI
library [18], is available at http://nowlab.cse.ohio-state.
edu/projects/mpi-iba/performance/osu_latency.c. The
CONCEPTUAL equivalent is presented in its entirety in
Fig. 7. Although the two versions of the latency test perform
identical communication operations and use the same
number and alignment of message buffers, the CONCEP-
TUAL version requires only a third as much code as the C
version yet is strictly more featureful. The CONCEPTUAL
version accepts command-line options where the original
uses hardwired constants; it verifies that there are at least
two tasks available and outputs a helpful error message if
not; and it logs not only the performance measurements,
but also enough information about the execution environ-
ment to facilitate the reproduction of the experiment and
results by a third party [19]. The question, therefore, is how
faithful the CONCEPTUAL-generated performance mea-
surements are to those reported by the original C code.
We compared the performance reported by the hand-
coded C+MPI version of the latency test to that reported by
the CONCEPTUAL version compiled using the C+MPI code
generator. Both the hand-coded and generated C programs
were compiled with version 7.1 of Intel’s ecc compiler with
optimizationlevel-O3.Alltestswererunacrossapairofdual
1.3-GHz Itanium II nodes interconnected with a Quadrics
QsNet network [32]. For each of the two latency-test
implementations, latency was measured 11 times per
message size. Fig. 8 plots all 11 trials for each data point with
a line running through the arithmetic means and each mean
stated numerically. That figure clearly demonstrates that
there is no qualitative difference between the performances
reported by the two versions of the latency test. More
formally, from a statistics perspective, no conclusions can
be drawn from Fig. 8’sdata with 99 percent confidence. With
95 percent confidence, however, one can conclude that the
CONCEPTUAL version of the test does observe a slight
amountof additionaloverhead relative totheC version.This
overhead—reported here as the ratio of the CONCEPTUAL
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to a slowdown of 0.5-0.8 percent. In absolute terms, the
performance differenceranges from 25to 40ns (33 to52CPU
cycles at 1.3 GHz).
Analyzing the generated assembly code of the two
latency-test versions reveals that the extra overhead ob-
served by the CONCEPTUAL version is caused by loop
start-up overhead in a small-trip event loop (line 10 of
Fig. 6), a switch statement (line 11), and the extraction of
function arguments from a C struct (in lines 13, 16, and 19).
Commenting out all of the communication and logging
code from the event-processing loop while leaving the
overhead code—the loops and switch statement—results in
an average measurement of 37 ns (48 CPU cycles) of
overhead per event. As stated earlier in this section, a small-
message latency test offers no opportunity to hide the
overhead, implying that these slowdowns represent an
upper bound in the performance loss induced by the
CONCEPTUAL-generated overhead.
Note that none of these overheads is inherent; a later
version of the CONCEPTUAL compiler may use loop
unrolling to amortize loop start-up costs and may also
coalesce events to amortize switch() costs. The encoura-
ging point is that even in its initial naı ¨ve implementation of
event lists, the CONCEPTUAL compiler produces a C code
that is extremely competitive in terms of performance with
the handwritten C code.
7C ONCLUSIONS
The CONCEPTUAL toolset defines a high-level domain-
specific language designed explicitly to simplify the
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Fig. 7. CONCEPTUAL version of osu_latency.c.
Fig. 8. Latency as a function of message size.construction, presentation, and execution of network
performance tests. CONCEPTUAL places particular empha-
sis on tests of high-speed parallel-computer and work-
station-cluster interconnects and user-level messaging
layers [16]. The challenge in this context is that performance
tests are far more sensitive to overhead than they are in the
context of distributed, client-server, Grid, or other loosely
coupled systems. To minimize the overhead from non-
communication operations, network performance tests are
traditionally written in hand-coded C with calls into a
particular messaging library, thereby sacrificing program
readability (because of explicit program initialization,
buffer allocation, and other distractions that must be
present when writing a code in a general-purpose lan-
guage), ease of expressing complex communication pat-
terns, and portability to other languages/messaging
libraries. CONCEPTUAL’s goal is to address all of these
issues while still reporting the same performance as would
a performance test coded in a low-level general-purpose
language.
From the data presented in Section 6, we can conclude
that CONCEPTUAL has very nearly achieved its goal. We
compared C and CONCEPTUAL performance on a small-
message latency test, which offers no opportunity to hide
the noncommunication overhead behind communication
operations and, therefore, represents a worst-case scenario
for a high-level language compiler. The results show that
there is no qualitative difference between the hand-coded
and CONCEPTUAL-generated versions of this performance
test. Quantitatively, the CONCEPTUAL-generated C pro-
gram exhibits only a fraction of a percent more overhead
than its hand-coded equivalent. Although this overhead is
not to be ignored, we do believe that the benefits offered by
CONCEPTUAL serve as a viable counterweight to a
miniscule performance loss in a worst-case scenario. We
expect that future versions of the CONCEPTUAL compiler
will close the performance gap.
The key insight needed to develop an efficient compiler
for CONCEPTUAL is that execution speed is critical only
while measuring network performance. Consequently,
inherently slow routines such as evaluating complicated
expressions, generating random numbers, determining the
relation of senders to receivers, and finding patterns in loop
arguments (for example, that “ {1, 2, 4, ..., max_msg_size}”
in line 20 of Fig. 7 represents a geometric sequence) can all
be hoisted to initialization time at which point execution
speed is largely irrelevant. While communication perfor-
mance is being measured, only communication operations
and loops are performed, as is generally the case in a hand-
coded network performance test. The specific application of
the aforementioned insight as presented in this paper is to
unroll a program into a list of events at initialization time
and merely walk that list at execution time. Event lists
provide a uniform operation-hoisting mechanism that
simplifies compiler construction and enables compiler back
ends (such as CONCEPTUAL’s execution-tracing back end)
to specialize other back ends in a consistent manner.
The conclusion that one should draw from this work is
that a careful integration of a language semantics and code-
generation strategy can make even a performance-critical
task such as network performance testing feasible to
express in a high-level language. CONCEPTUAL’s code
generator is able to exploit the distinction between time-
sensitive and time-insensitive operations to reduce the
arbitrary benchmark programs’ measurement overhead to a
level comparable to that which a human can achieve by
custom-optimizing each individual benchmark program.
CONCEPTUAL represents a clearer, more concise, and more
expressive approach to developing network performance
t e s t st h a ni so t h e r w i s ep o s s i b l ea n d ,a st h i sp a p e r
demonstrates, can do so with no noticeable degradation
in performance.
The CONCEPTUAL source code and documentation are
freely available at http://conceptual.sourceforge.net/.
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